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Til© general subject of analysis of plates has been of 
interest to matliematicians for over a century. Lagrange, 
MaVier, Poisson, Kirchhoff, Kelvin, Teit, Boussinesq, and 
others have contributed to ttie general theory of the equili­
brium of plates. They did not treat the problem of a plate 
supported on a, subgrade. 
The first investigation of a thin plate resting on &n 
elastic foundation was laade in 1884 by Hertz (6). He 
published a solution for the deflection of an infinite plate 
resting on an elastic mediuai where the upward pressure on the 
bottom of the plat® was proportional to the deflection. This 
assumption oi foundation pressure being proportional to deflec­
tion has been included in most analyses made since, "Exten­
sions to the Hertz method of solution were introduced by Foppl 
(4) a few years later. H© applied the solution to an infinite 
circular plate with a load at the center. A different method 
of solving specialized problems of finite circular plates on 
elastic foundations has been treated by Schleicher (11). He 
made use of Bessel, Hankel and Neumann functions. 
The problem of the rectangular plate, or the infinite 
E 
pl®t© in rectangular coordinates, was studied by Happel.(5). 
H© obta„iGed. a solution by setting up the expression for energy 
oliange InvolTed in. losding the piste. He tiien expressed the 
deflection as the sum of a double infinite series, each term 
of wfeieh. approxlxaately satisfied the boundnry conditions at 
the edge of the plate. He obtained the values of the coef­
ficients for a.s, mahy terias as was desirable by substituting 
the expression, for the deflection into the energy equation, 
then minimized this equation. 
In recent years V;3ste:}?gaard (15) has treated both the 
infinite plate, and the infinite pMte strip with various edge 
conditions. He set up the solution of Lagrange*s plate equa­
tion as a function involving 8 Fourier series. Hogg (7) 
treated the foundation as a seai-infinite elastic body and :.a8de 
use of the general equations of elasticity to determine the 
subgrade reaction. Holl (0) was concerned with a determination 
of the deflection and stresses in plates supported by e sub-
grad© and in the nature and distribution of the reaction 
pressure. He considered four types of subgrsde. 
The above authors considered only static loads. In 1931 
Schmidt 112), and in 1932 Reissner (10) published papers in 
vfiiich tht, load was a dynajiic load, The rectangular plates 
were not resting on elastic foxmdations* In 1943 Dorr (3) 
published a paper in which he considered a dynamic load moving 
along an elasticelly supported beem* ^t the beginning of his 
3 
paper ti® made a point of tiie fact that he wes using tiie 
Sifflmeraaa hypotliesis (also known as tlie ¥/inkler hypotiiesis), 
that is, tiiere existed onljr a linear relationship between th© 
defleetion of the plat© and tke reaction of the subgred©. He 
also empiiasisec; tJae fact tliet tie dia ..ot c )nsiCer tJie possi-
Mlltj of energj transfer from tb.e be:im to the subgrade. He 
developed en. expression for the deflection y » that 
satisfied the differential equation 
EI J + G-f i- a « <r (x - vt) 
'5x dt 
where o is the spring constant of the euhgrade per unit of 
lengthi •" the ciass of the beam; II the tending strength of the 
beaiaj v the •velocity of the loafij x,y,t the coordinates of the 
ajstea anfi the timej aad J" (x - ¥t) a function if^ith the follow-
iag properties*. 
f # (0 ¥fhen X / vt, 
d[x - vt} 
I GO When J. =» vt, 
lim / f {x'^vt)&x » 1, 
c->o / 
J/ t - 6  
His expressions for the deflection involved trigonometric func» 
tions and are "valid oiily for r'teedy state cohditions, that is, 
as t •> He derived expressions for the deflection both in 
froiit of 0iid b©hi,nd. the load* The forn of these expressions 
4 
depended upon tiie velocity at wMch th© point load was laoving. 
He Jiad one expression that was valid when this velocity was 
less than ^ 4cll/ia'^' and another wiien it was larger. 
Statemeat of Probleia 
In the following investigation expressions for the de­
flection caused by a load xrioviiig along an elastically supported 
plate will be derived. The plate ndll have pinned edges, that 
is, boundary conditions will be itvposed so that there will be 
liO defleotion along the edges of the plete and the laoiaents at 
the edges will be zero, The initial oonditions imposed will 
be that at time t » 0, the deflection of the plate will be 
aero aad the plate -will be at rest. 
formal equations for the defleotion caused by a block 
load, a line loed, and a point load aoving across a finite 
plat© with a constant velocity will b© set up. The finite 
plate will be expanded to an infinite strip. 
JSxpressions for the deflection caused by a point load 
moving along this strip will be developed in more detail. The 
method of attack will be analogous to that of Dorr in his beam 
problem. The expressions for tJae defleotion, both in front of 
and behind the load, v^ill be expressed as infinite series. 
The differentisl equation to be satisfied In all these 
problems is 
i 
where w, tii© deflection, is a function of tiie coordinates x 
and J and tiii^e t. Th© equation, 2 ' . + ^-^xl * f i 
idx^ dx®dy® dy^J 
is Lagrange*s plate equation# There is a derivation of it in 
"Theory of Plates and Shells" hy Timoshenko (14). The function 
f{x,y,t) represents the applied load. The P term has been 
inserted to tak® oare of the dyiaanic load. The kw term is 
the reaotion of the suhgrad©# The symbols will be defined in 
a later section. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions are aade: 
1, There is a linear relationship between the reaction of 
the subgrade and the deflection of the plate. 
2. Th© deflection is saall in comparison \vith the thick­
ness of the plate. 
5, The subgrade reacts as a bed of vertical springs, with 
no interaction between the springs. 
4. The piste and subgrade are in contact at every point. 
5. The load is at all times in contact with the plate, 
6. The load is normal to the plate. 
?, The plate is horizontal and the load is vertical. 
8. The plate and subgrade are elastic, homogeneous, and 
isotropic. 
6 
9. Taere Is no shear between the plate and the foundation. 
10. Til© vertical oampressiire stress between layers of the 
piste due to the load is small in ooaparison to the bending 
stresses* 
11. A straight line normal to tiie neutral plai-s of the 
plate reiaains straight after the plate ia bent. 
Definition of Symbols 
The symbols used are as folicvs; 
a « dlmeasioE of tiie plate parallel to the x-axis. 
b « dimension of the plate jjaxallel to the y-oxis. 
D « rigidity sodulus (flexural rigidity). 
I>i « D/P. 
1 » Young*s Modulus. 
f|x,y,t) " load on plet©. 
h » plate thickness. 
k. « modulus of foundation, 
• k/1), 
jpg s» intensity of load per unit area. 
t « time, 
¥ « ¥eloolty of moving load, 
w » fertical deflection. 
dW 
» S" * 
W xy ax8y 
7 
x,y « coordinate axes, 
p » nir/b* 
f) -  — .  
P « mass density of plate, 
-0 « Polssoii*s Ratio. 
a) at ffitr/a. 
4 d'®' d"*' 
Other symbols i?ill be definea as they are introduced. 
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FOBMAL SOLOTIOH OF PIOBLSMS OF FINITE PLATE 
UBDBR MOVIIS LOAD 
Three types of load will be considered in this section; 
a block load, line load, and point load. Each will aiove with 
a constant velocity v, 
Tiie differential equation to be satisfied is 
d[ 7*w(x,y,t)] + + kw « f(x,y,t) (1) 
where ttie function f{x,y,t) is the load applied to the plate. 
The edges of the plate are to be pinned; the plate is to be 
motionless and-heno deflection at time t » 0. Therefore, 
the following edge and initial conditions must be imposed on 
w (see Figure 1): 
w(x,y,t) « 0 if X » 0,a, if y » 0,b, 
W3£3|.{x,y,t) « 0 if X « 0,a, 
WyyCx,y,t) » 0 if y « 0,b, 
•wCx,y,t) and its time deri"?ative "0 at t « 0. 
Bloek Load 
( S )  
First apply a block load of width Sd and length c having 
9 
Fig. 1 Block Load on Finite Plate. 
iO 
an intensity per imit area of p^# This load moves with a 
constant velocitj v parallel to tiie x-exis {see Figure 1). 
The center of the base of the load sioves along the line y » 
The sides of the load remain parallel to th© coordinate axes 
This' load can be expressed as 
w - V"-^  
is the Laplae© Transform of a unit function of length c 
..i 
(3) 
where p • nit/b. The expression 
Figur© 2 
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(see Figure 2) moving with a velocity v. The expression 
^ ~ sin py^sin pd sin py 
/ 
is a Fourier expansion of tlie fimotion 
f(j * 0, 0 <. y < y^ - d, 
f(y) • 1, ' & < ¥ < !<> -*• 
til) "0, < 7 < b» 
f(y) » aM f{y+2b) « f{j). 
Assume tliat tiie solution of equstion. (1) is of the form 
if 
w(s,y,t) » W(x,y,s)e ds, (4) 
where W(x,.y,s) is the Laplace trsnsfoim of w(x,y,t}. If 
equation (4| is substituted in equation (1), we have 
 ^(JV t»«j 
St I I r * ® ^ ! 
g^ / L::'- "(7 W{:£,y,s) + ( Ps + kjvye d,s * 
loO 
.<r-f i»° 
A St -sx/v -s(x+e)/^ .3. 
e [^© - e Js ds \ ^ sin si^i ^7* 
v>V-t-o ' (5) 
The conditions iiaposed here are thai- w{x,3r,0) » w^(x,y,0) « 0, 
tliat is J at t « 0 there is no deflection in the plate anc the 
plst© is iTiQtlonless. 
From equetion (5} we get the relatioiiship 
-SX/f / .r 
* N* n €i —SO/'V \ A 





On substituting the Fourier Series expansion for e 
into equation (6), the equation can be expressed as 
-sg/'9 s _ m -sa/-? 
V*W /^^w • " ® ly \ CJ- -* (-3.) e 
sBa Xrr s® 
sin eo X 
nrr 
sin PfgSin pd sin py, (7) 
where • mtr/a, 
low let 
0O 
II W(-s,F,a) • / / Cs)sin sin py. (8) I I 
lqtas.tloii (8) will satisfy th© following oonditions: 
W(0,y,s| « WCa,y,s} » W(2.,0,s) » w{x,b,s) » 0, 
W^(0,y,s) » W^{8,F,S| - Wy.^(x,0,s} - W^(x,b,s) » 0 
so that the remaining bouadaxy conditions will be setisfied. 
These ar© the oonditions tbst EiUst be satisfied if tbe four 
eSges of the plate are siiiply supported, that is, there is no 
defleetion alou,..^ the edges e,n6 th© .faomepts at the edges or© 
zero. 
On substituting the expression for W(x,y,s) from equation 
(8) into equation {'?), eqr.ation (7) can be expressed as 
B'ow 
 ^ SB 'P • J?'"--™,,, + 
^ '"xxxx JJYJ 
(10) 
s -sc/t _ a "Ba/v 
ap.^?<<)Cl~© ) e j 
-  ~ S — ^ — s i n  COX 
ErfSPais ir on -w ) 
si A«)x sin p-j^sin 0d sin ^y. 
(11) 
From equation (11) 
0 -so/ir m • -ayv 
A im) m Ifl-c-lj e Jain Py^siri pa 
WiieE tills expression for isj is su'botituted in equation (8) 
and tbis new expression for Wls:,y,s) is sutistituted in equation 
(4)# ttie expression for tlie defleotion takes the fom 
< r + 1 ^  ^  
•T I ^ 
aO / t 
« -s©/¥ m -sa/T 
8paf 60(l-e )pL-(-l) e Jsin Py^sin ps sin^Ox sin py ds 
iiTrsaD( s^ + ) []( tO® 4 ) ®+  ^
{13} 
fhis is a formel expression for the deflection when a block 
load jioTes with oonstaat Telocity along a, finite plate that is 
resting an an elastic aubgrad©# If tlie s-integration is 




If t/!.e function e is expended in c power series, 
-SO/T QQ 8%® 
e « 1 - —- *• - + * •. * \ / 
f E? 6T 
~sc/v 
tMs expaESloH, , L can be expressed as 
15 
S 8 "BG/v 
PaCl-e ) PoC p c(sc| PbO(3"o~) 
»  ^ 4- --S ... . (15) 
s f Eir 6ir 
Therefore if P as e -> 0, 
-sc/v 
P^Cl - e ) 
~>r- {16) 8 V 
In order to get an expression for the <ieflection caused 
by s line loa€ of widtli 3d mo'^iiig along the plate, substitute 
equation {15} in ©quation (13) and tlien let c -> 0. If ttiis 
subst"Ltution is mad© rnd the limiting operation performed, the 
defleotion function beooaes 
e \ \ ^ 
_ m -saA 
aP'f ^  Ll-C-l) e Jsin gy«»ein 0d 8in<^ x sin Py ds 
' •  '  ' ' ' r T ™ ~ ~ 1 7 i i  r " " * !  »  
nwaBCs + aiY )[(<<) 4-p} j 
whier© P is the linear density of the line load. This is a 
formal exijression for the deflection wii®n a line load moves 
with constant velooity along a finite plete that is resting 
on an ©lastic subgrade. If the s-integration is performed, 
the deflection will be expressed es a double infirdte series. 
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Point Load 
flie load oan. be changed to a point load by letting 
SPA •> F as d -»> 0, wiiere P Is the density of tiie point load. 
If tills liittitlng operation is perfomed in eqmtian (17), tii© 
©xpression for tiie iefleotioa caused 'by a point load is 
<r+ t«o 




V ®, jain gy^3in<4)x sin gy ds 
A nml) (s* f ® T T ® )  [  { +  p ® )  ®  +  / \  
Equation (18) is a foimal expression for the deflection 
wiiea a'point load moves wltii constant velocity along a finite 
plate til at is resting on an elastic subgrade. If the s« 
integration is cai'ried out, tlie deflection will be expressed 
as a double infinite series. 
19 
CU SOmriOM OF;.?HOBISIi 01 ssiil-INFINITE PLATE 
I®i)ER A MOflMl POINT LOAD 
A Study ivill b© made In tliis ssotlon of the deflections 
oamset by a point losd .mo'^ing along a semi-infinite plate. 
Expression of tlie Deflection J'ujictioii in Terms 
of a Double Integral 
Ti2y© plate of finite dimensioES oea be expanded into a 
s.©ffl.i-infinite strip in the x~direotion by letting a -> eso , 
In equation (18) set rr/a * !i so that cO • mn/e « mil. Next 
us® tiie Leama: If fCx) satisfies a Holder condition for 
y 
Q S ^ * that is if (fCx+Ax) - f(x)|< Hj/ixj for 0 < y < 1, 
and if lf(x|l < ^ {x) wter© ^(x) is a monotone decreasing func­
tion of X, and / <j)(x) exists, then for h. > 0, > hf (mil) 
QomBTges and 
•I 
f C X)dx. liia \ iif(iafa.| 
h->o /m 
Further, If ffx) depends on a parameter t, and Jl an.d ^|{x) are 
independent of t, then tb€i l.lait exints nniforuly in t. If 
Tiie proof of this Ldiama is in /^ ppendix A. 
18 
these oul-jstitutlvonf^ are raade and tli.;- limit is corried. out, the 
expression for th® deflection caused by & point loed :aoi?ing 




« 4-\ « 1 / «, / \ 4i''vapsiii ax sin py sin gy-dads 
w ( x . y . t )  -  ^  e l  \  ^ > « i  
/ / /n nn D(3 + a v ) [ ( a  +  0 )  +  A  j  
(19) 
where a it a variable of Integration. 
This expression is an even function of rt, therefore 
(T^ i^  -^co ^ 
iii'i y t) = 1 / e^"^/ .gpmpsin (xx sin py sin Py«,daas 
-^too *-/oO ' 
iax -io.x 
1 / / \  2Pmp(e -e )si.n py sin jiy^dads 
^ ^ iirr®B2i{s®+ a%® )[(«"•. p/)% 
<^r-too oc 
(SO) 
. (r+ t *=> + 
-g^/ e 
lax 
1 / „ / \ Pfape sin py sin pyodads 




+ st;/ ® / \ sin sin dads 




flow let a » '•z la the seoond terra on the right of equetlon (El) 
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r{x,,y,t) » - el \ 3ln py r.ln dads 
nfT®I3(s®* a®"9®)[(a®+ B®)®+ /I*] 
1 / p" / \ Pi^zPe sin 0y sin 0y dzds 
'(T- ' 
)  —•"-• ' i i i . .  . . i i i .  i l l  .  „.  ^ i .mi i i . i  
^nTr®D{s®+ 2®ir®)t(2®+ 0®)®+ 
Finally, tlie expression for %M deflection caused by a point 
load moviag along tke line y * y^ of a semi-infinite strip can 
fe© expressed an 
wO ±'yx 
w(x,y,t) » - © pTage sin (iy sin gyo dads 
nTT®D{s®+ a®v®)f(a^ + /)*] 
(22)  
First Integration 
If L denotes the sexo.!circle jaj = H in the upper half-
plaB©, then 
, OI *0 
wl' • '  ^  ^
/ St / 
r < x , y , t ) - - i /  e / ^Page sin gy sin ^y. dads 
TT 
t oO v/L vnTr®D{G®-»- ""a)£{a®+ p®)®+ 
b€icaiise the oondltions of Jordan's Lejaxna ere satisfied. Using 
•^Gopson, E. T, Tiieory of ftmctions of a coaiplex variable, 
London, Oxford Press, 1935. p, 137, 
zo 
this relationship, equation can fee expressed as 
" - lax ^UT-— ^ OO 
wCx,y t) fiy sin pyo dads 
* * ^ ' / /„ » g S®» r/ ® ® . ® \ ' 
:i- v/C ^ D(a + ~8)[(a + 0 ) + /^ ] 
(23) 
wliere C denotes the ooatour tiiat includes the semi-cirole 
jaj a <so ia tlie upper half-pleae as described a^bo^e, end the 
real axis. 
Consider next tk© integral 
iax 
ae da 
/  S a ® _ a  a a  \ 4 ,  
c ia + P ) + ^ J 
iax 
a© da 





a,® « - is/v « - aj., 
- - ii/p::TF -
a,. ivprrp-, 
(25) 
^ 3 » 
tta " - i/p^-»-'' i ~ a 8 6 ~ ~ " ^5' 
ar'd f c ) / ' -





Tlie integral In equation (24} can be evaluated by Cauchy's 
tiieorem of residues# Tlist is, I » BniCsua;, of residues of the 
lategraniS at its poles wtbliia C) . Using this thoore^a, tlie 
Tralue of I is 
ia|_x 
^ {a^-ag) {a^-ag) 
la .z 
(aa-a j.) {a g-a® ) (ag-a^«s«a-g) (aa-a^) ( 2 6 )  
*Copsoc, 1. T. Theory of functions of a cos'.filex variable, 
London, Oxford Press, 1935. p. 117. 
ici r.ir ij 1 
'^5® 1 
i Q>g'"£X 2, ) ( ) I H-g""® 0 ) C 0^  g""® 4, ) f •"'P. 5 J 
Using tiie reletione In eqaation 125), equetion (26) can 
b© expresr.cu as 




f ® ® V f ® V {aa. -ag Ha® ). 
iri 
ia^x ia^x 
,s' » 8 \ 4 r 8 s", v»-, r \ & ) + /^ fCli - - i J [21 ] 
© 
lagX 
- s «s . s_ _ .a, 
[(P - + i ] [21 A ] 
or 
tti 
[(f-- g )"^  n L 
-SX/¥ /^'®X 






X :p8- P 
(1 + 1-
1 ^  ']• (37) 
Tlxe ezpresaion for I ia equation (£7) poraiit-- the defleo 
tion function, as expressed in ecraation (23), to be v^ritten 
(Tf-i^ o 
wCx,y,t) » PPsin py sin ds 
r -sx/y 
^ IS© *• © 
ir X <- n° 
(1 - Vtt-
(28)  
TMis is the expression for the deflection after the a-
integration has been completed• 
Second Integration 
fhe expression for w(x,y,t), equstion {28), oan be ex­
pressed as the sm of three integrals* 




* i ¥ Ppsin sla 
^ ®  x +st p ®  
(r-i#3 ' 
2iin®D[(s®- T®p®)®"»- 's'®' 1/)® 
(31) 
and 
I« - i 
^ ^ x^st £®^ 
(P-i *0 
PPsln gy sin py^e 




file Integration of Integral I. 
Iqustion (30) can toe expressed in the form 
<r-.c^   ^ -s(:5:.t) 
a. « - 1/ ? Ppsln sin e fis 
~^litT*D[s*+ - Ep')s*+ T*{p*+ §)] 
00 ^ 8 "SC^y - t) 
\ V ppsin Py sin ^ y<, © ds 





s* • + 1 
- 2p ) 
g 
4{p 
1 +1/1 - -T-a 
* F~ -1 
* P) ] 
8 8 j * 
- SB ) J p
(33) 
Sffl "* + 1 
h - sp ) 
2 1 -\/l 
4(P% |) 
. P-ff® ® k ® (-^  - 2p ) 
(34) 
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 ^ y'p'®'+1 ) 
Figure 7 
ir >yir(p + + D ) 
Figure 8 
Ee 
s» " - Si and « - Sg 
'riie location of these four poles depends on the value of 
the velocity if» If v > , where dj. « D/P, the expression 
• Sp" ) is positive. If V > ) » ^'Vhere 
k i  • lc/D» the expression 1  -  — e i t h e r  p o s i t i v e  
{PV D BP®) 
or zero. Figmres 4 to 8 show th© location of the poles for 
different values of v» 
The Integration of equation (33) can to® perfomed by 
employing a contour where <r is of such value that all the 
poles fdll fall to the left of the contour, fhe contour is 
closed by a circle to the left as shown in Figure 9. ^his 











velocity V. Using th© residue theorem, can be expressed as 
la * 2IT I ¥ Ppsia Bin mr^ jy 0 -Bjf - t) (s;-sa)(si-s3)(si-s^) 
•a.(§ - t) 
e 
•SgCl - t) 
(3a-S3.){Sa-S^)(Sa-S^) (S3-S3^){S3~^y)(Sg-S^) 
(35) 







& "j7 *• t) -Sstf- t) 
V F§BiR Sin e 
sttD ®3.^'"sg® ) ®a{®i ) 
cS - t) '3.»i|- %{f -1) 
© 
SiJaZ-Sju®) sg{si,"-s8®) a „ a 
wben the relations' » -Sg,, and s® « -s^ are substituted. 
Tlie value of the Integral Ij. is therefore 
Ij. -
0O 
I V Ppsin py sin ntrDCSi^-Sa®) "" "fe) "" e - e s. 




falld for X < vt, and 
0 < V < 
V/IbIF" < 1? < /P^ + ka.) , 
•V > • 
Ii " 0, (37) 
¥alid for X > ft m& for all "Values of v, 
fii©B ir » » all four poles are located at the origin 
so ttii.t Sj_ » s@ « Sg » « 0. Iquation (33) becomes 
C+laO S A % 
« 8 -S(V - t) 
w • 1/ \ "^ Ppain py sin e ds 
/>\ nrr D(s - Sj.)* 
'<r-tco f 
low 
a -.g(E - t) a -s(~ - t) 
as® 
0sing tiie residue theorem, 
A nn% L 
I sin . .8 , (38) 
•^alld when x < aaS ir - j/sDj^ • 
Wiam V »* y/sD3tCp^ '*'•' ki ) , tJie polea ere located as 
stotown in flgmre 7, and 
, 3S , ^ 
rv - 3p ) 
Sj " Sg " ®8 S4 * ^  " 
la tills eas©, 




^ - t) 
f i^gsin Pj sin e ds 
Hfr 
tf*+ t •» oO 
Si)®(S - S3) e 
(39) 
9 "sij - t) 
-f FSain 0y sin By* e 
' Mm'r/ ' 'ft'' " Srt®'* J \'s stiT rT' ^0''^% A >® ® T 




1 mimlimhi iwiwi i  i  '  iw  i)  • i i i i imi lub  
P ) - 1 ^ V . 
r. « a «. X. r- i¥®PSl X 
[(s -  ^) - i V Jit ~ ~) - [2® - ^ -prj -s(? - t) 
''''7'' •"••'"'• "s's, a"' ® I 
[(s - T 0 i T J 
and 
-s(f - t) 
(40) 
[(s^ /p% 1 ro(t. [g. Mj „ 
a a iir®Psi 
£s(s^- •V^p® ) +• i 13 S-iS 
•s(| - t) 
WiiaE r « ygD3.(0®+ ) , 
», r%' «, 
a f (-^' - Sp ) 
0 sa «• iiMaiMiiM»iiMHiiwmnNiiHwHRii«»iMii miumim* 
^ a ® £1®. 
^ * 
w" yp** » (41) 




® 2 > 
- (fl - p ) " ^  » (p + |/p*+ kj. ) 
Iquation (39) can be evaluated using the residue theorem, 
If the relations in equetions (40) and (41) are usedj 
jt. 
3®@ iipp©ndix B. 
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Ij. - 2TTi{-i| i fpsla py SIR Py-Q ntr^ B 
/ 
m P'?*'. . , X. - y PSiSB. .X (sj. - t p - ^  )Ct - 1^ ) - fESi + '"iPvi ') -Si(:7 - t) 
s am pv*v® 
CSi - ^  ^ ) 
s a,_s p^'S. 
(Sg • ^ )(t - « (SSg + 
® & Z 
(s® - T? P - ^  ) 
-g PSggP 




V P§sin 0y sin - (t - |) - 4ss. -Sj.(| 
nrr D P%%-« 




¥alid for X < ant 7 /3Da,(P®4. /p^ 4. ka. ) 
Tli« Integration of Integrals Ig and I, 
The Ig integral, equation (31), is 
(Tfc-o 
la - i 
S X+at f 8 
f PpsiB py sin PJQ® / •yg" " \ 
giitT®D[(a®- ir®p'^)®4- T'*'\ i/^®/ 
(31) 
TMs integraiid has only tv^o poles Sg and s^, defined in 
equation (34), and two braacii points ' and 
Sg • - i]/k/p0 Til© cuts are to tbe left of the imaginary axis. 
•* 
The "saddlepQiRt method" will be used to evaluate this 
iategral# Tiiis method is applicable for large positive values 
of tiae* Til© saddlepoint is a point where the real part of 
{s - I ®) decreases most rapidly from its maximum 
value, Saddlepoints are found by setting the first derivative 
of (s - ~ i A ®) equal to zero, fiiere are six of these 
saddlepoints. 
- f/p®- 1 A®) • 0 
or (43) 
Choose a path Oj. (se© Figure 10) in the s-plane so that 
the value of the Integral, for large t > 0, is determined in 
the neighborhood of a single point s_, a saddlepoint, plus the 
residue at tlie poles to the right of this peth. The unshaded 
Gourant, R, end Hilbert, B* M.eth.oden der Mathexaatischen 
Physik !• Berlin, Julius Springer. 1931. p. 455. 
^Soramerfeld, A. Partial differential equations In physics, 
franslated from the German by Ernst G. Straus. Hew York, 
Aaademio Press. 1949. pp. 98, 116. 
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S'p/ane 
Fig. 10 Contour in s-Plane. 
m 
area of Figure 9 is that area wliere i.-iie real part of the ex-
poaeat, (s - lA )t. Is negative. The integral has no 
valiiej for large values of t, when the contour is taken through 
the ujislia,d®d portion. It is necessary to evaluate the integral 
only In the neighborhood of S-. 
fhis saMlepoint moves up and down the imaginary axis, 
its location flepending upon th© value of x/t. It epproaohes 
- oo as x/t -> oO and approaches the branch point Sg « - i^k/p 
as x/t •> 0» The saddlepoint is always heXcm this branch point. 
Only the deflections in the nsighborhood of the point load 
ar@ of interest, so set 
X " ^  t + z» (44) 
la order to get a valu© for the deflection under the point 
load (x » vt), set <5" « v and z » 0. This z is a measurement, 
in the x-direction, measured from the point load. 
Label I® as Mg while working with that part of the contour 
that is in the neighborhood of s_. Then 
- y K© G(s)ds 
(45) 
eO 








It can fee siiown that th© talue of this integral is zero. 
The ¥alue of I®, equation {31), oan "be found then by multi­
plying til® sm of the resj.du©s at the poles to the right of 
th© contour Cj. by Siri, Th© particular poles to the right of 
this contour depend upon the Talu© of •?. This glTes rise to 
fife different C8s©s, 
Cast I: V < , When v < /2Dj,g*' , only one pole, 
is to the right of the contour so. 
ir Ppsin $j sin py©e 
Se© Appendix 0.. 
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» (3*- l/e'- ic A']. )t 
gfTiCi) ) V .Pfisln py gia Pj^^e 4^. 
Zn_, attnr®D (s^-s, j ,)  ( ) .  ( s ^ - s g)  
^ < 




[i a"] « ^  - P® , 
s=3a. 
[i A*j - ^  . p® , (47) 
S^ Sg 
r  \ @ 3  8  [l A ] « • ;;i- + P , 
and 
[i A J • • -2^  + p* 
S««#S^  V® 
* 
ar© ©asily establistied. 
Using the relations of equation (34) and the relations of 
equation (47.), Ig ©an be expressed as 
X s 
—^ t^ — Q \ >• 
\ f Ppsia f,j sin gjo e 
/^  nt®C 04,-83. •Sg) 
See Appendix B. 
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» %(| - t) 
T Ppsin sitt ^ 
p_ ntrD Sa^ ®i ~®8 ) 
Th& same procedure can fee followed in evaluating Ig, 
s® 
la « 
^ -i/pS I A' i+st ^ . 
/ IT Fp®iE Pr sin py^© P 
/ . ^ Enrt'd[(.'- t*/)% 1-^* >' 
\y ^  too I 
(32) 
TMe poles of tills integraad are aii4 Sg. The sara© ferencli 
points Sg aad Sg appear. Only the pole is to the right of 
the contour# 
a (®l - f §*•)* 
I , - s n K i ) )  ^  g y  p y .  < 1 1  
/ , fcslTT B(S3|_-Sa ) ( SjL"»Sg) ( S3,*"S^ ) 
S -S3.i| - t) 
T PpslR pj sia 
'a' • Q' ' , V 49; b.ttd -sg ) 
Case II: t « \/2Dj,p® • ¥fhen t , the four poles 
are located at the origin. In this case the coutour Cj. passes 
to the right of all the poles, therefore, 
I« • 0» 
Ig • 0, (50) 
.gaae III,; v/sBa^ p® < "^  < /sB3|.0®+ \/p^ + kj. T . In e^al-
matlo#. la, for tliis raiifSe of tlie velooity, only one pole, s^. 
Is to til© right of t.he contour Cj,, Therefore 
<»o / «  ^^  ® 8 > ^  (33 - ^  —) 
Is» - gtrld) > ala e (3) 
/n Hutt DCsa-SiKsa-SaHSs-s^ ) 
I 
B - Vt) 
« „ N -g Pgsin fiy sin .Py^ " 
n 
I 
nnD -Ss I 
(51) 
Only one pole, s®, Is to the right of the contour when 
efaluating Igi for this range of the "velocity. 
s (Sa - r ^)t 
EttICI) ^ Hsin py sin py^, © ^ ^  (S) 
•g  • • . . .  .  
n Snrr Dtsg-s, )(So-s«) {s«-S4,) 
f 
3 - |2.(x - vt) 
¥ ppsin JJy sin e ^ 
"' ' ' " —-—g g- (52 J 
rt HItD Sg C S ""®g ) 
I 
£ai®a- ^ » yfei.|p^+ • 131 this case the poles 
of the. integread coincide aM are located on the iiaBginary 
axis CPigure 7), fhe saddlepoint, Sg, will eoincide with this 
double pole for some lvalue of x. The equation of the saddl©-
pQiats, equation (43), is 
i P\®){ + i = 0 (43) 
If, lii equation (43), x is replaced by yt, where y" is tiie 
Talue of y where the sadfilepolEt coincides with the pole s^, 
£a(A®. % ) ,7 ^ 
ir  ^ BD * 
or 
7 . i(p'. . SSi% ® . v, 
when, th© relatioas of equation (41) are used to simplify the 
equation. 
The contours chosea for the intesral Ig when 










y > y' + e 
Figure 11 
y < y - e 
Figure 12 
4-
Using tile residue tJaeorem, 
I0 » 0, (53) 
•valid vihen y>y + orx> (y e)t,, as there are no po.les 
to tlie rlgiit of the. contour.. 
^ o (s - |/p»;TT«)t 
\ py Sin Sy 
Is • 1 
A 2iafT®]D[(s®™ "9®p®)®+v^ 
(T-i "O I 
S® ® 
/ (1 - 2—p.)da 
(3 -
\ fppslii py sin Py^ © 
/ n SETT Pys - •? 0 ) + iv /I J ^  (P-toO ( 
(T+t* , 31 / 'a ' • . g 
^ (s - t/p - I'b 
\ vppsln py sin py. © ds 
> — 7FT"S • (5-^ ) 
2iavf P(s - Sg) ^  
fli© first deriiratii?©, 




r [ i >  IxsP 
gtB 
fl'' -
" dT" -1#»- •i'>'')t 
$ 
(55) 
is needed to find the residue at this double pole. 
If ttm reletioos of ©quatioa (41) are used to simplify 
tiie expressions. 
-grri -vPpsin py sin pj, M 
Znrt D -M /i')' 
( a , -  l / p ' -  1 / 1  " ) t  
oO 
-I vPpslB pj sin 
& 
zntT D 
• a XT?P PSa 
1.^  t- — + 
BD m?) e 







v Pl^sin py sin py^, IT -f) -
k 
I3.TT D P J 
Si(f -
, (56) 
falid when r <y " e, orx<{7-e)t, 
Figiirea 13 and 14 show tli© ooatours used in evaluating 
'r.lie Talu®a of Ig are found to be 
Is = (57) 
42 






Ct - ^ ) 4sj. sin py sin Py® 
ntr D 




-Sj.( Y - t) 
(58) 












y > y + e 
Figure 13 
Cag® ¥i r > 
y < y - s 
Figure 14 
'+ ki ) , Wlieji V > kj. 
ttie poles of the integrsad of -I@ are located as shown in 
Figure 8# The saddlepolnt, Sg, will ooincide with a pole at 
two different -^allies of x,- If, in equstion (45), x is replaeed 
by y^t, where is the -value of y when the saddlepoirst ooin-
eides \fltli the pole s^, 
43 
IT ir® ^ 3D ' 
Ps ,  
gpg m 
ttP Pv •3 ®s 
^ +• SD ^ 1 . ^  J^ ,a..), 8 . B 
- 2p") 
V *• ^ ) 1/1 4fe*-t- k,) p^® s ^ a 
(-^  - EP ) 
( 59 )  
In the sam© manner it ean be found, that 
y« - V - (T - ^  ) Ji - 3*" . (60) 
(•^  - 8P*)" 
where is th© value of y when the saddlepoint coinoides with 
the pole 
The oontours chosen, In this case, for the integration of 
Ig er© shown in Figures I5, 16, and 17, 
Using the residue theore©, 
when y  >  J x  +  € «  























y > Jx ^  e 
Figure 15 
y > Tg + e 
y < y'x " -
Flgtire 16 
r < rs -
y > 
Figure 17 
g (Sj- f ^)t 
I *2111(1} P^sin }3y sin pj«e (2) 
*0 
2mT®D{s3-Si){Sa~Sg)(s3-S4,) 
s |a{x - vt) 
Pgsin i.,;/ sin py e 
"S FT * (^2) 
nrrD Si.(Si "Sa ) 
when y > Yn £» 
>' S ya. "* 
oo { s«— ~ )'i-
. . ? Ppsin 0y slij f® ^ (2j la « 2Tri(i) I t n_ Estt®D I (sg-sj.) (ba~sg} (sa-s^,) I 
4S 
•( S4 - I 1 
•  , 1 ? )  
•o 
I ^ Ppsin pj sin pj.^ n mtDCSi^-Sg®) fiCi: - vt) .J^ ix - vt). e' , (63) 
when y< Y& - s, 
y > s» 
flie iategral Ig can be ©Talusted in e similar manner. 
The contours ciiosen for th© integration --re shown in Figures 




y > yj, e 
Figure 18 
5,0 





r > ys s 










y < yg - e 








S - - "7t) 
V i'psiri sia e 
hitD SiC®! - Sg ) s „ S3, » (65) 
wlxen y > Ta * e,# 
^ £ >^1 - ®* 
tfO _ 3 3 r zA(x - vt) - ^ {x " vt)-
J a, ^ \ t Ppsla gy sin gy« Q ^ e J 
® HITDCsj^®- S@ ) [ Sj, " Sg J *  
I 
(66)  
when y < y® - e, 
y t ^ # 
Expressions for th.® Befleotlon 
Expressions for tiie def?.ection can now be found by 
properly oombining equations derived ia the previous section. 
symbol indicates that tbe function approaches 
vali<iity as time increases li;,clefinitelj, that is, only after 
the load has been in contact with the plate for a long period 
of tia©. 
Iquatlon (29) states taat 
w«(x,y,t) « + la + I3. (67) 




Wiien V < , aad x < ?t,. equations (36), (48), and 
(49)  glte •values for Ij., Ig, and Ig respectively. 
* ^ 8  - t )  S i ( ^  -  t )  
T Ppain py sin 
' ntrDCs/- s/) 
^  ! 
e - e 
s. 
I 
-%(f - t) S.(f - t) S.(| - t) - t) 
® " ® ® 0 
S« Sg S; 
®iC~ ~ t) "'Sg(^ - t) 
J 
T—• a r T \ f Ppsin Py sin |© e I 
/n ntTD(si®- Sg*) 1^1 Sft J 
Pgsln ,|y sin py/sa. H e" 
/n -s« ,sis«r •» J 
g J g-t. 
V ¥ (68) 
file expressions ^  and ^  can be separated into their 
real and iaaglnery oofflpQnents; 
• (f - ig), (69) 
4^ 
. S-ee Appendix D, 
48 
" -(f + Ig), (69) 
•where 
4{p + k,) 
and 
from, tiies® relations 




—;3 • - 41fg, 
Using til© relations in equations (69} and (70), 
«-«3 
- /V Ifsin py sin r, . . , (^-ig)(3c-vt) 
w^(x,F,t) - - > , tC-f - is)e -f 
A ntrD 4ifg 
49 
(f+ig)(x-t?tl 
4- (f - ig) e j 
\ Pfsia Pj sin Py_ e _ -ig{i;~'7t) L " " "  ^ 4mtTifg\/p*D®T'*^ D^  
ig{x-tt)_ 
4- («f + ig)e ] 
[{f + ig)e 
-lg(x-Tt) ig(x-vt) 
py sin e e - e 
iji. I. iiiiiiiin iriinnnni'n I  ^  • rii' ' ' i n m i ni i 'i i ' i n i ' n 'r r • i iii - ' r 'ii'- r 
SmTfs^P^D®4 m L 2i 
-ig(x*irti) ig(x-irt) 
e ® 
+ g — 
•]• 
so tbat 
f (X -Y t )  
ppsln $j Bin © 
w^Cx,3r,t) ^ 
2xmtBWy^ M) 
+ g 0OS g(x-'9't)3. ("71) 
fM,s ©xpression, is ¥alid wh@n x < ft and 0 < ir < 
It Is the equation of the ''trailing wave," 
WMn X > ft, equation (37) gives Ij. « 0, Under these 
coaditions 
50 
oo Sa. . S. (x-vt) - r^(x-vt). 
/jL, ntrBCsi - Sa ) L ®8 Sj. J 
oO 
Sa,®-Sa® SiSg 
Ppsin Pj sin py.a rsj. ~{x~"Vt) 
+ -y e 
-(x-irt ] 
Using the -expressions in aquations (69) and, (70), this ex­





- (f + ig)e J 
0<9 
-I PpsiE py sla ® 4nTrifg/p*D®+ kD 
-f(x-'ft) 
•[(f - ig)e 
-ig{x-vt) 
ig(x-vt)^ 
- if + ig)e ] 
I 
I 
ppsin py sin 
-f(x-Tt) _ igCx-'^t) -ig(x--yt) 
+ g 
Sttfrfgyp D®'-^ kD 
ig(x-'fft) -igCx-TTt)-] 





« \ PP®3.B py sin py^ ® r, . , . ^ 
/ :;i;.f^ fMVff-'r;r'ss [f gin g(x-Vt' 
i rs- 2iiiTfgl4^  + M) 
• g COS g(x- ^ t ) l *  ( 7 2 )  
TMs ©xpreasion is iralid when x > ¥t and 0 < v  <  ^ Zd"^  .  I t  
is the equation of the ''leading wa'ye." 
G^U, 
yF~^  When x < irt, and v » BDjp , 
aO 
I, . - ££Si£g£Oi£j2i(^  . ,t)*, (ss) 
I 
Ig • 0, 
and (50) 
I® * 0« 
Using these equations, the deflection is 
oO 
™ _ V py., .,» 
W ^ u . y . t )  -  2 ^  ( X  -  T t )  .  ( 7 3 )  
Tills is th© equation of the "trailing wave," 
When X > Tt, Ij. "I® ® I g  " 0, equations {37) and ( 5 0 ) ,  
5E 
30 tiiat 
Woo (x, j,t| « 0, (74) 
This is the equation of the "leading wa¥8," 
Cage III 
Wli©n ySTJITS* < V < /sd'3^ (P% ~ ' )  ,  a n f l  x  <  v t ,  
0*0 0 r  ^
V" f Ppsin py sin ^ Joje 
" A. «i»e(B/- S.») r 
I 
•%C^ - t) t)" 
Sj. 








V Ppsin py sin 
mrxDiBx s®^) &x 
a - £s.( x-"Vt) 
T Ppsin gj sin @ 
(51) 
iifC>Cs.x - s® ) s-s 
(5S) 
Gcmtolning these three expressions. 
W„(x,,,t) . y ^ i^Nln gy .IB gyj; 
/n nTTlJ(S3, - Sg ) L 
- £i(x-7t) fi(x-vt) 
•e V .e' 
_. 3; 
J " " 
33 
3 
" ~{x-vt) |s.|x-vt) 
e - e © e 




P&sin py sin 
uttDC 
£^®-8 ® 
a - ^ {x-ift) 5a.(x~ -vt)"] 
]• (75) 
It CBU t)e 3ho\m that for tMs raage of values of 7, 
^ aii6 ^  ©an again be separated into their real and imaginary 
Qoffipoaents: 
~ « - f ig, 
f ^  ig, 
wliere again 




From these relations 




-^ - Mfg. £jk "•® 
tJsing the relations iu equations (76) and (77), 
_ 
4.\ „ Ppsin py sin §j^ r. . (^ -ig) (^ i-vt) 
w^{x,y,t) - > -'"''[(f + ig)e 
Zp- aTTi)(4ifgN kx 
(f+ig){3£-7t) 
• (-f + ig)© J 
f(x-¥t) -ig(x-vt) igix-vt) 
e - e XFpain fiy sin Py^ e 2GTTfg)/p%®+ M) 21 
-igtx-irt) iglx-irt) 
e + e T 
• g J , 
so tJbat 
fiX-Tt) 
/ ppsln py sla © r . / 
W^(x,j,t) » C-f sin g(x-vt) + 
Zmrfgi^V* kD 
55 
+ g cos g(x-¥t)]. (78) 
TMs is tiie equstion of the "trailing we've/" "?8lid when 
x < vt and \/zD^ < ir < \/p'*'-»• k3. ) . 
Vvliea X > vt, equation (37) gi^es Ij, « 0; aM Ig and I3 
liaf# tlie values as in equations (51) and (5S), so that 
V 
-> g. ain p.. |k ®a.i 
- •|S.( x-Tt i 
V ]• 
Using tb.e expressions in equations (76) and (77), 
. .. Ppsin sin . (-f-^ig) (x-vt) 




+ {-f 4- ig)e J 
-f(x;-¥t) ig(x-¥t) -ig(x--vt) 
P^sin py sin ^ © e 
21 
^ EntTfgV^*D®+ M) 
ig(x-irt) -gix-vt) 




/ \ Ppsiii pf sin Sje © p 
W«(x,y,t) - ) -i ^ ; y: , "• [f sin g(x-7t) 
/n 2rmfgyp*D"+ kE 
g 003 g{'X-Tt )J. (79) 
TMs is tlie equation of the "leading wetre,'* "falid when 
X > ¥t, and VsDiP® < T < kjt ) . 
Case I¥ 
r*"""'" 
liien « ya)3,(p + kj. } , and x < ?t, equation (42) WJ 
gilfes 
^ Fpsin p7 sin py® f" (t- -) - 43^ -Si(~ - t) 
oo ... 4 
— — —• L?"f" 
ijt • 2tt 
I 
n_ ntT®D I f 
Pt'*/... X| . /X 
'] (t - 7) + 4Si ai(^ - t) ® 1- 1*2) 
oO ^ 
XT' Ppsin ay sin gy^ pF Si(? 
X ntr-D I —J" 
- t) 
( 5 6 )  
when r < T - e, or x < (T - e)t. 
57 
^ „ \ V Ppsln gy sin pjolig" *" ^gr) + 4:Si| -Si{~ - t) 
I, . 2„ 1^  _^ _ .J, 
i 
(58) 
wlien y < y - e, or x < (y -• r:)t. 
.Mdlng t^ese three equations, 
Woo(x,y,t) « 0, (80) 
when X < (7 - t)t or x < (v - e)t and v « /EDjtO®+ l^i"T . 
Iquations (37) , (53) and (57) show that the values of 
la,, Ig, and are all zero when x > (y + e )t or x > (v + e)t. 
Therefore 
{2;,3r,t) « 0, (81) 
when X > if •»- e)t and v « , 
Case ¥ 
When V > /2I)i(p®+ v^0*+ kx ) and x < (ya - £)t + z, 
equations (36), (03) and (66) gii?@ the proper values of !», 
and Ig respectively. Adding these expressions, 
i(x-vt) ^(x-vt) 




S V Pfisin sin pygT 




S'@ S S| 
5liCx-irt) - £s.{x-vt) 
Si ]• 
or 
w^(x , t r , t )  «  0 ,  (82 )  
when X < {y^ - e)t + 2. 
Wiien (yg - e)t + z < X < equetions (36), (6S) and 
(65) gi^^e the values of Ij,, and Ig, Adding tiiese expres­
sions, 
8 _ - ii(x-irt) £i{x-vt) 
w^Cx,F,t) » ) V ggsia py sin gyje ^ -__e^ 
Zn- iitTD{Si®- Sg®) [ Si 
-Jl.(x-'9't) -&(x-vt) —i.(x-vt) - —*k(x-irt) 
e ^ 
Sa Sj. S; 
Ppsin py sin 
•] 
Li_ ® 1 " 1 i uttDC— •) ^ 






pigr'® 8 ^ 
-r - sp ) 
1 * ]}l - ,  (84) 
Pv® 2 Z 
- 2p ) 
and 
g® 1 -./I 
4(g ka^ ) 
PV® « 2 




~« Igi and ^ » Igjs. 
T&©e 
s 
-cir - ) 
kj,) 
P"w® S 18 
(^ . ap ) 
!• (86 )  
If the ©xpressioDts 1b equations (84), (85) and (86) are 
used, equation (8S) oaa be -written as 
WooC2:,y,t) 
_ iga(^-"^t) -lg3(x-Yt)-
ppsln Pj sin py<,ie - e I 
n-nDf jL 1_ J ' 
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or 
•I SPPsin lif sin 31° g.(x-Vt) (87) 
•when Cy® e)t+ z<x<'?t» 
Wben vt > X > (Yx - e)t + z, equations (57), (62) an6. (65) 
gl¥@ tlie values of Ij.,, Ia» snd Adding these expressions, 
oO 
w^(2:,y,t) « ? ppsin py sin 




" :^ (x-?t)-] 
a-
2ji(x-tt) - £4(x-vt) 
ppsia py sin py®!®"^ - e | 
8 s I I • (88) 
ntTl)(^  a 
V 
If th© relations in equations (B4), (85) and (36) are 
used, equation (88) can toe f^ritten as 
_ . EPgain gy sin py. ^ ^ ^ 
slagi(x-vt), (89) 
I 
When > X > (yj, - e)t + z. 
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Wlieii x> {yx + s)t + z, ©Quations (37), (61) and (64) 
show that Ij., Is and Ig are each zero, therefore 
when X > (rj, + e)t + z. 
Saiaffiarj of tiie Sxpressions for tb.e Deflection, 
Listed below are tlie expressions for the deflection when 
a point load is moving i?iit,h a constant velocity along a serai-
iiifinite plate that is resting on an elastic subgrade. 
w^(x,y,t) » 0, (9' 
If 0 < ¥ < /sDj lP ® , 
f(x~vt) 
Pain py sin e £-f sin g{x-vt) 
2T3fgVpD®T^ 
+ g COS gCx-¥t)], (71) 
when X < ft, and 
-:P(x-^ t) 
Psin Pj sin 3^®® 
£f sin g(x-vt) 
/ n 
•+ g COS g(x-¥t)], (72) 
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wken iL > t t ,  wliere f and g are defined in,  equat ion (59), 
I f  ir  » ,  
oO 
U  -  v t ) ' .  ( V 3 )  
t 
whmn X < vt ,  and 
Woo(x,y j t )  » 0,  (74) 
wlieii X > v%. 
If < V < \/EDa.(^®+ ki ) , 
/ \ I'Bln py sin e r - . 
WpoC^»yf^) " / •= g(x-vt) 
Ebfg/PTD + kD 
4- g  cos g(x-Trt) ]  ,  (78) 
when X < aM 
_S^ -f(x-vt) 
, .t \ Psin sin Py© © r . , 
w^(x,y, t |  •  > [ f  s in g (x-vt)  
Sbfg# D + kD 
+ g cos g(x -vt) ] ,  (79) 
when X > vt. wt i®re, f  and g are def ined in equat ion (76) 
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If V ^ 
w.^Cx,y,t) -  0, (80) 
when X < - E)t, and , 
« 0, (81) 
wiien n > (•? •*• e)t. 
If ^ > \/gDiO®+ |/i^+ ki ) , 
WooC^iJtt) « 0, (82) 
when X < (yg - e)t + z, 
U . y . t )  -  \  S l a  g . ( x - v t ) ,  ( 8 7 )  
when (ya + e)t + 2S<x<¥t;, 
op 
. \ EPsin SY sin By 
Wooi^»T»'t) « y ' —®' sin. gi(x-'vt), (89) 
/» bDfigi 
wken v% > X > iy% - e)t + z, and. 
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When ^ >{yx «')t + z, %if!iere is defined in equation (84), 
gs in equation (85), fx in equation (86), in equation (59), 
and Ta in equation (60). 
©5 
aXSKHilLt 
Discussion of tlie Problem 
fliree types of dynamio loaa.s were considered in this 
* 
thesis. First'a W-Ook load, mofing with a. constant velocity, 
was applied to en els.:. ::i03lly supported rectangular plate of 
finite diia,ensioiisA forxaal expression for the deflection of 
the plate caused by this load was derived. The block loed 
was then shrunk to a line load t-.'^rotigh 8 limiting process. A 
fomal exprtssion for the deflection caused by this line load 
was derlfed. Naxt the line load was shrunk, through another 
limiting process, to a point load. A formal expression for 
the deflection ceused by this point load was then derived. No 
attempt was made to deteriaine explicit values of the deflec­
tion in these three expressions. 
The finite plate was next expanded into a semi-infinite 
strip by letting the length of the plate, in the x-directioii, 
i,ncr©ase without lijait. A, point load moving with a constant 
velocity was applied to the strip. Dorr (3), in his paper, 
liad a point load moving ^ #itb a constant velocity v elong 0 
beaa that was resting on an elastic foundation. The problem 
in thia paper was developed by a jaethod. that was analogous to 
the metliod used by Corr# It was necessary that the deflection 
fuECtioii be a function of two linear dimensions and time 
instead of Just one linear dliaension and tiuie. There was one 
Alstimct difference; Dorr found ualy on© critical value of the 
felooitj while two were enooimtered in this paper. 
Dorr found that ifiien x < irt and the velocity was less than 
ills oritioal feloeity» th© deflection oould be expressed as 
In this paper, when x < and the -^elooitj' was less then the 




w^(x,y,t) » Psin Pf sin e [-f sin g(x-vt) 
Shfg^ p*!) ^  m 
+ g COS g(x-¥t)], 
where 
rs ® Pt ® . 8 
(X- - 3fl ) 
On tlie other side of tiie point loafi, when x > vt, Dorr 
fouad the deflection to b© 
-aCx-v t I  
© 
•[a sIe b(x-'vt) + b cos b(x-vt)3 ,  
4 fell sb 
where a aM b are defined abo^e. I:i this paper the deflec­
tion function is 
i .s \ ?sin Pf sin Pya e r , . 
^ -p^ [t sin g(.x-vt) 
2bfsVP*D''+ MD 
+ g COS g{x-'7t)] , 
After passiEg Ms critical •velooitf, Dorr has the follow-
iag expressions for the deflection; 
08 
" 0, for X < {/>! g - e)t z, 
y„ .  - for (K - .)t -  ^ <x<vt, 
Voll bsSL 
sin b,(x-'?t) _ . ^ ^ / \ 
rSSTT 0^2- "fft < X < ( ^ J. - e)t + z, 
veil b^ a 
" 0, for x>(/^i + £)t + z, 
wiiere 
i/fE-9® ,, . 4cEI . 
'1 'fm (1 +1/1 - ^ ) . 
,/mv", _ \l 4ol 
f. - Ysrd - Ifi - PT 
1 , 
¥ ) 
a » S 
la tMs paper, after passing the s©coM criticel velocity, 
the defleotioB fuEotlons were 
w^(x,y,t) « 0, for X < (ya - ®)'fc + z, 
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for CTs s}t + z  <  X <  v t ,  
, .. \ SPSiE 0F sin &ya 
w-o(x»F»") « ; ^ sin gi(x -v t ) ,  
for vt  > X > {y j .  - s ) t  + z .  
Woe (x,y,t) • 0, for x > (y^ + e )t hh z, 
i»li©re 
Si 
" 2p ) 
1 + \|1 MP •«• a^.) 
- 23 ) 




I'T- 20 ) 
. Pr 
' (w -




(-0- - 2p ) 
fiiese ar© the only conditions v/berm ccsaparison of ex­
pressions can b© laafie. They coincide as to form. The in­
finite series are convergent with one exception. Equation 
70 
(73), 
w«,(x,y,t) > -_ ^(x - vt) , 
3bD 
seems to be e filvergent series, Tkis Is the expression for 
the deflection wli©n x < -^t and at the critical velocity 
"9 " • Th& Sam© method of attack was used in deriving 
this equation as was used in deriving the other equations. 
Possibly a limiting process of some kind would result in a 
useful expression. The deflection functions on both sides of 
this critical velocity werm identical. lYhen x > vt, the de­
flection was found to b© zero at this critical velocity. 
Possible Extensions 
further work could be done on this problem at several 
specifie points. The deflection at the critical velocity, 
v « /sDiP* , needs further study. The deflection directly 
under the point load was not studied for any value of the 
velocity. Th© deflections at the points x « y^t and x - ygt, 
when <. V < , were not studied, 
The velocity of the load could be expressed as a variable 
instead of a constant, possibly a function that would decrease 
with tiiae. There are possibilities that the plate could be 
changed into a semi-infinite plate and not just a strip of 
71 
finite width, that is, expand the plete in the y~direction 
also. The applied load could be changed from a constant loed 
to one that was a 7ariabl© load* The s-lntegration could be 
investigated by some process other than the "seddlepoint" 
method. It would be useful to have expressions for the deflec­
tion at any time t. 
lo attempt was Hade to determine explicit values of the 
deflection caused by the block load, the line loed, and the 
point load ao^ing along the finite plate. If the s-integration 
can b© performed, these deflection functions would be expressed 
as double irjrfinit© series. 
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APPIHDIX A 
Lemma: If f(x) satisfies a Holder condition for 
® S ^ that is if lf(x+Ax) - f(x)| < for 0 < y < 1, 
and if |f(x)j < ^ fx) where |{x) is a monotone decreeing func­
tion of X,. and x) dx exists, then for h > 0,^^ lif(mh) 
oon-^erges and 
hf(ali) « f(x) dx. 
h->0 
Further if fCx} depends on a parameter t, and H and ^(x) are 






Sh|f{iiih)j < j ^{x)dx and ^  
\ymK 
•which oon'^erges. Let 
{p{x)dx 
This Lemma and its proof was copied from a thesia 
written hj L®wr@nc© S. Payne (9)« 
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-1 - 4 1 •4-  ^
M " (Zh) l/(Sh) ^ 
«*»  ^^ H +-2M 
^ ZMimh) - j fC2 )dx « ^  [siif(a!i) - j f(x)ax] 
cO  ^cO 
+ ^ Shf(mii) -j f(x)ds, 
NfZ J(Nf2ik 
Ilovi consider the <;>bsoliite ^aliie of tine right members, 
Ji_ /^ (rtt-*2)h rJ /"(nii-zjh 
Z M i m h )  
fs! 
(^m-iz) /V (^n -z)
-/ f|x)ax;| J jf(mii) - f{x)jdx 
< ) H / (x - mil) dx 
/,3/V" v-/mA 
y/2 
< CSli) H 
~ 1 • y 
Also 
•o *o 





f(x)dxj < / |(x)dx </ ^{x)dx. 
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Therefore, given an e >0, one ean choose h so sms,ll that each 
of ttm above teBas is less than E/3. Hence 
oO 
f(x)dx« liiEL' y ShfCmhJ » 
/Ti 
It can easily shown by the same procedure 
po r "O 
liia \ hf(mh) » / f(x)dx* 
h-K) /m j 
1^  sjo 
ma eO 
la laost plate profeleas one has eos (latrx/a)  o r^^s in  (arrx/a) .  
I I 
So oae sets h « n/a. Then mrr/a « rah. Thus h goes to zero as 
the a diaenslon goes to infinity# The H in the above .ueoma is 
a positi've constant. The h is a ver-iable that approaches zero 
as a limit. 
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APPENDIX B-
T!ie relation, [l ^ will be establisiied 
s«si r 
lie re# 
Si ® i 
h C-f - EP ) 
1 + \ 1 
, c>v ® . « 
- 2P ) . 










- EP } 
1 + v/1 
40"^ + |) 
p-tr® 
- gp ) 
- ap*) 
1 -4. i 11 4(P f) k 
2B 
jl * y j -ifpi 
• • 
pw® a. a 








'p/(^ « ,  Ep I 
2D 
1 + 








3 I «' "4/' ' ''" a • ""jg-'-''" """• 
£X it \/p "g 4^ 'B f 4k 
" 2B "* S V T?" " B - T) 
® ± 1» 
Trie plus sign is used for the expression in'vol'ving Sj. end 
tJb.© ffiiEus sign is used with s^. 
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APEEHDIl G 
1?ALIIATI0H OF THE IKTEGR/si 
fbls is a summary of work done by T'-orr (3) on pages 176-
179, Tlie symbols of this thesis are used. Dorr had only on© 
Integral in. Ms paper whereas in this thesis there is an in­
finite series of integral©, lach of these integrals is of the 
Sam© form as the integral of Dorr's paper. If eaoh integral 
is equal to zero, then th@ infinite sum will equal zero. 
In order to evaluate the integral 




iY Pg sill Pysln py® 
.Bnn®D 
and 
•  Is ' -  •  
let 
s • Sg q, 
where Sg is the saddlepoint. 
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If this substitution is made* then 
Is . S vTp®- i A «)t - (s 
-ip'-1/ 
Pg + k 
D 
~ f » -.Pss^+ k 
* S" 
8 Jp(Sg + q)®-!- k 
PSg + k / JP - i/ B 
IPsT^ +nE" 
p - ly-T— 
" ^Poi 6^ )t + ^ p{q)t. ( 2 )  
Also 
Sg + q 
- zp - i/A « 2(p^ 1- p - ) (3)  
tj3ing these expression^ N® can be \vritten as 
Po <rt + (p^ - ^ )z / pst (p - sipl)z 
Nb - y Ke 
T 
© e ( 4 )  
^ G(Sg + q(a))5|^ dp. 
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The function q(p) oan be expressed as an infinite series 
of increasing powers of ]/p , because p can be expressed as a 
series of Increasing powers of 
m 9 A 
p » HaQ + a^q + a^q + ... • (5) 
Tliis series lias a radius of coa^ergenoe differing from zero, 
filieii S > 0„ Til© contour can tiion be mad© to go around the 
safldlepoint on a circle of radius differing from zero* V'itii-
in tMs circle p{q) is always regular. 
Wiien tlie coefficient a® is different from zero, then from 
equation (5), 
x/n s/s a/e 
q « bjtP baP + bgp + ... 
( 6 )  
^ ,k/3 
I 
ThB coefficient is different froia zero wlien at q » 0 or 
B »• Sg,  
s 
.^(s - 1 ^"))< 0. (7) 
fhe ^alue of s that £aa.kes this second derivative Vw*a.nish has 
its real part not equal to a-aro, therefore it will not coin­
cide with the saddlepoint, 
fhe expression + •Can c© expressed as 
(k*l)/Z 
<>|Sg • q||| « CbP (8) 
It osii be sliowii that this series lias a radius of conYergenoe 
different from zero when 5 > 0. 
Also 
is ooOTergent o^er the entire q-plane. 
Upon inserting the expression for q from ©qustion (6) 
into equation. (9), 
(p . aM)z ^ ® ^ k/s.a 
e ^ > lr(f - O, V ) • '^0' 
o o~ 
This series has the same radius of convergence as equation (6). 
If ©quatlon (8) is multiplied hy equation (10), 
(p.aM)2 do ^ ^ " (ic-i)/2 
© ^ a(Sg + q|^ « y y d^z p dp. (11) 
m 
This equation has the same radius of convergence as equation 
(8)* Denote this radius of oonvergence by Qi 6 ), Vfhen 5 > Q, 
eif) >  0. 
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If the expression in equation (11) Is inserted in equa­
tion (4), then 
-o a 
Ha r\j 






dink 2 P dp^ (12) 
The contours of integrstion ar© shown in the figure below. 
s-plane p-plane 
figure 1* Contours of integr;:.:tion* 
The integration of eciuetion (12) is perfomed by stopping 
the summation at the Mth term and extending the contours in 
the p-plane toward the left to infinitj* The. integration will 
then to to a G-ajama function, 
aO _ S 
X Pe<5"t + (Po - -^JZ y 




Y W ^ ^ ^ 
^ /m A , Ak-m+D/Z^^rrt' "• ®M' 
m \ " o V J 
(13) 
Vvliere k. is wiiole &n& even. The remaincler, R^, is 
|h^J < se:{s) V(H^ 
ist) 
(M+l)/E (14) 
fills oen be shown as follows: a positive real niimber 
E * Kiz) can always "be found so that on the contours between 
• oo and - 6» 
M At 
Faz}|p I > I i^iik  ^
m. {^ ."D/z 
(15) 








)HJ,| < arfz) 
P0<ft + (p - -^)z, p pS t (M-l)/2 
i I y ® |p |ds, (17) 
If Po i t + (po - ^ )z is pare imegine-'yi then equation (14) is 
?alid» 
It follows tliat 
Lim Mg » 0 for x»5t + z, S > 0^ 
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APPENDIX D 
Tlie expression for Is 
Sj. » 1 i \/l 
" J 4S 
"T" 1 +yi - ^ 
41 gS |) 
,pw® 0 ^ 8 
(•!? - 29 ) 
(34) 
cw» a 
wfiere 1 « ~ sp , 
asd S « CP • 
Uslag tiieee spabols, 
f ^ 1 B 
4S 












. v~ S £ (•^— ap ) 
. , „4r k. 
+ 5") -
g ^^ | (1 4 ^  } 
\l^   ^^  
, P-W® ^ S > ® 
"ir""" 
4(p + ^ ) 
It can be shown in a similar manner that 
St. p^ a m. 
Sj 1 P ^ ) 
¥ V 1 -l/l -
^'g*^ I' 1 
2g* ) "  J 
-{f + ig). 
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